Determination of structural elements related to the biological activities of a potent decapeptide agonist of human C5a anaphylatoxin.
The structural features related to the biologic activities of a potent, response-selective decapeptide agonist of human C5a, YSFKPMPLaR (C5a65-74, Y65, F67, P69, P71, D-Ala73), were identified by NMR analysis in H2O, DMSO and TFE. This investigation showed that the KPM residues in H2O and the SFKPM residues in DMSO exhibited an extended backbone conformation, whereas a twisted conformation was found in this region in TFE. In H2O, the C-terminal region (PLaR) adopted a distorted type II beta-turn or a type II/V beta-turn. In the type IIN beta-turn, Leu72 exhibited a conformation typical of a type II beta-turn, whereas D-Ala73 exhibited a conformation characteristic of a type V beta-turn. Furthermore, a gamma-turn involving residues LaR overlapped with the type II/V beta-turn. In DMSO, the C-terminal region had the analogous turn-like motif (type II/V beta-turn overlapping with gamma-turn) found in H2O. In TFE, no beta-turn motifs were formed by the PLaR residues. These turn-like motifs in the C-terminal region of the peptide in both H2O and DMSO were in agreement with the biologically important conformations predicted earlier by a structure-function analysis of a related panel of decapeptide analogs. The motifs determined by the NMR analysis of YSFKPMPLaR in H2O and DMSO may represent structural elements important for C5a agonist activity and thus can be used to design the next generation of C5a agonist, partial agonist and antagonist analogs.